VELA Salsa
VARIANT:

100, 110, 120, 130 & 400

VELA Salsa 100 with a short ergonomic
curved seat with rounded front edge
for support and stability of the user.

VELA Salsa 120 with an ergonomic
V-shaped front - promoting an active sitting posture and a healthy back.

VELA Salsa 110

VELA Salsa 100

VELA Salsa 110 with an ergonomic curved seat with
rounded front edge and raised pommel for support
and stability of the user. The pommel also prevents
the user from sliding down the seat, when tilted.

VELA Salsa 120
(The footrest is an accessory)

VELA Salsa is a series of sit-stand chairs with a central brake. The chair promotes
the user’s independency at different activities, because of a safe, high workplace.
VELA Salsa sit-stand chairs promote good ergonomics and are perfect as a
second chair throughout a varying work day with sitting and standing tasks at
home and at the workplace.
VELA Salsa provides extra safety and stability for the user. A tilted seat
supports a healthy posture with an open hip angle and free movement of
shoulders and arms e.g. when doing kitchen tasks and working up high.
Stable armrests and a central brake secures safety while getting up and
sitting down in the chair. This is an advantage for users with mobility
and balance problems. Brake and armrests also provide support when
changing the sitting position.
VELA Salsa chairs allows an extra low sitting height, e.g. for the user to
help children getting dressed. The chair also comes in a high version,
which is optimal when the user is ironing, cooking or for placing dishes
in the cupboard.
Adjustment of the seat height, depth and tilt plus backrests and armrests
ensures the best conditions for an ergonomic sitting position. This
provides support and stability for many activities.

BENEFITS
:: VELA Salsa is suitable for sitting as
well as standing work, for people with
disabilities due to e.g. arthritis, back
diagnoses and walking-impairment
:: Good ergonomics and support
ensure an optimum sitting position
when working at home and at work
:: A central brake ensure safety when
getting into and out of the chair
:: It is possible to ‘walk’ the chair while
sitting down
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STANDARD CONFIGURATION

Height adjustment, gas

Seat, width x depth
Seat tilt, (forwards, backwards)

VELA Salsa 110

VELA Salsa 120

VELA Salsa 130

VELA Salsa 400

150 mm, 200 mm or
260 mm

150 mm, 200 mm or
260 mm

150 mm, 200 mm or
260 mm

150 mm, 200 mm or
260 mm

150 mm, 200 mm or
260 mm

min. height at 150 mm:
45-60 cm
min. height at 200 mm:
50-70 cm
min. height at 260 mm:
60-86 cm

min. height at 150 mm:
45-60 cm
min. height at 200 mm:
50-70 cm
min. height at 260 mm:
60-86 cm

min. height at 150 mm:
45-60 cm
min. height at 200 mm:
50-70 cm
min. height at 260 mm:
60-86 cm

min. height at 150 mm:
45-60 cm
min. height at 200 mm:
50-70 cm
min. height at 260 mm:
60-86 cm

min. height at 150 mm:
45-60 cm
min. height at 200 mm:
50-70 cm
min. height at 260 mm:
60-86 cm

46 x 35 cm

46 x 35 cm

40 x 35 cm

40 x 35 cm

43 x 35 cm

14° (7° forw., 7° backw.)

14° (7° forw., 7° backw.)

14° (7° forw., 7° backw.)

14° (7° forw., 7° backw.)

14° (2° forw.-16° forw.)

Sitting depth

28-35 cm

28-35 cm

28-35 cm

-

-

Backrest, width x height (Ergo)

38 x 22 cm

38 x 22 cm

38 x 22 cm

-

-

Backrest tilt, (forwards, backwards)

22° (7° forw., 15° backw.)

22° (7° forw., 15° backw.)

22° (7° forw., 15° backw.)

-

-

Height adjustment of backrest

13 cm

13 cm

13 cm

-

-

Armrest padding (PU-armrests)

8 x 26 cm

8 x 26 cm

8 x 26 cm

Optional

-

Armrest height, adjustable

0-24 cm

0-24 cm

0-24 cm

Optional

-

Distance between armrests,

38-48 cm

38-48 cm

38-48 cm

Optional

-

Seat rotation

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

-

Frame size

53 x 55 cm

53 x 55 cm

53 x 55 cm

53 x 55 cm

53 x 55 cm

Chair’s weight

17 kg

17 kg

17 kg

14 kg

14 kg

User weight

125 kg

125 kg

125 kg

125 kg

125 kg

CLEANING-FRIENDLY,
ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
(OPTIONAL)

All VELA chairs are CE-marked and comply with applicable standards.
VELA Salsa comes as standard in phoenix fabric, which
is durable, breathable and very comfortable. VELA Salsa
110 only comes i Zoom fabric. VELA has its own upholstery workshop that always stocks more than 300
types of foams, textiles and colours. and can fulfill most
special requests and customisations.

TILT
ADJUSTMENT
HEIGHT
ADJUSTABLE

SMOOTH-RUNNING
WHEELS

ACCESSORIES AND SPECIAL SOLUTIONS
All VELA work chairs can be ordered with a large selection of accessories and special solutions for the chair to
be adapted to the needs of individual users. VELA offers
individual solutions within padding, support and handles.
A complete list of accessories with item numbers, photos and descriptions is to be found at www.vela.eu.

VELA Salsa 130
SADDLE SEAT FOR
AN ACTIVE SITTING
POSTURE

CENTRALBRAKE FOR EXTRA
SAFETY

VELA SALSA 130 & 400
:: Stable base with a central brake stabilises the user during activities and when getting in and out of the seat.
:: VELA Salsa 130 has an ergonomic seat with a V-shaped front - promoting an active sitting posture and a
healthy back.
:: VELA Salsa 400 has a saddle seat which promotes an
ergonomically and active sitting posture and ensures
a healthy curve in the lower back.

STABLE
BASE

VELA Salsa 400
Examples of functions for
VELA Salsa 130 & 400

VELA Salsa 130 and VELA Salsa 400 does not come with back- and armrest
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MEASUREMENTS AND WEIGHT

Sitting height
The chair can be adjusted in the following intervals: (Tools is necessary)

VELA Salsa 100

